. Pre-miRNAs were retrieved from miRBase version 20, and only pre-miRNAs with 5p and 3p mature annotation were considered to confidently assess both the pre-miRNA length and duplex MFE, n=909. As highlighted, the vast majority of pre-miRNA species is 46-80 nucleotides in length and exhibit a duplex MFE below -14 kcal/mol. and passenger strands, in red), the thermodynamic properties of the miRNA are assessed in context of the pre-miRNA structure using the MultiRNAfold version 1.1 algorithm. B) In case of duplex minimal free energy (MFE), only the nucleotides involved in duplex-formation with the opposed mature strand are used subjected to MFE evaluation. In the depicted example, the free energy of the duplex is -18.2 kcal/mol. C) In case of flanking MFE, the calculation is based on 10 nt flanking sequence on each side defined respectively by the 5'end of the 5p and by the 3'end of the 3p arm excluding the overhang. The flanking sequences are attached to an adaptor sequence (in grey) to align the sequences as in the pre-miRNA structure. The resulting MFE is the difference between the adaptor sequence alone (MFE adaptor ), and the chimeric sequence (MFE total ).
B
MFE duplex =-18.2 kcal/mol C MFE flanking = MFE total -MFE adaptor = -56.6 kcal/mol -(-37.5 kcal/mol) = -19.1 kcal/mol A CAGCCGUGGCCAUCUUACUGGGCAGCAUUGGAUGGAGUCAGGUCUCUAAUACUGCCUGGUAAUGAUGACGGCGGAGCCC ... ((((.(.((((((((..(((((.((((((.((.......) ))))))).)))))..)))).)))).).))))..... ((.(.((((((((..(((((.((((((.((.......) ))))))).)))))..)))).)))).).)))). , where R m is the sum of mismatched reads (in red) and R t is the sum of tailied reads (green). 
